KUPS

given the go-ahead" for

by Toby Allen
Monday, the 10th of
February, the Student Finance
Committee approved the KUPS
FM Charter. The Charter, first
approved by the Student Board
of Communications, went before
the Student Senate on Tuesday,
Feb. 11. Here the final decision
as to the future of KUPS as an
FM station was given the
go-ahead. Since the charter was
approved,
KUPS for all
intensive purposes is on its way
to stereo FM broadcasting.

Because the main controversy
of the KUPS FM Charter stems
around the twenty or so
thousand dollars required to
complete a station adequate to
allow KUPS to meet its
objectives stated in the charter,
there could be a problem. The
problem lies in priorities and
how important an asset will
KUPS be once it is a licensed FM
station, at UPS, for the present
and in the future? As pointed
out in the KUPS report
accompanying the actual
charter, it was noted that
presently, the station has

become more than a
"disc-spinning" station. Even
while operating under an
inherent deficiency progressively
worsening, along with poor and
outdated equipment and a
similar antique method of
broadcasting (AM carrier
current), KUPS has
demonstrated its underlying
desire to serve the UPS
community.
It has done this by offering in
addition to music, such
programs as "The People Show,"
featuring interviews with people
involved in present controversial
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Jandali incident leads to rumors
by Robin Chandler
Human nature leads us to
'intense speculation when
confronted with the unfamiliar
or partial information. We have a
natural tendency to fill in the
pieces out of eagerness to see it
completed. Particualrily, if the
subject matter originates from
our immediate environment.
Rumors, speculation, and
gossip have been running
rampant across the campus for
the last two weeks concerning

In the first of a two part
series, the Trail will endeavor to
deal entirely with the facts, not
hearsay.
- On Saturday, January 11,
Lloyd Stuckey, financial vice
president at UPS, received a
telephone call from Edith
Gifford, associate professor of
education at the university, from
Cairo where she was among 13
participants in a Winterim course
entitled "Egypt Since the 1952
Revolution"

- Jandali continues to be
under the care of his physician
and has taken a leave of absence
from his duties at the university
for medical reasons

(Next week: Exclusive
interviews with the students who
went on this Winterim. Also,
personal opinions from Jandali's
colleagues)

SHORTCUTS

the sudden disappearance of
Professor John Jandali while
conducting a Winterim study in
Egypt last month. Jandali, who

- Mrs. Gifford indicated that
John Jandali, associate professor
of political science and faculty
adviser for the special program,
apparently was missing

FRENCH CUISINE - New
summer program established for
anyone who is interested in
learning to cook French foods.
Lessons take place in France!
page 7

arrived at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport two days
afterwards, is now under
psychiatric care in New
York.Student monies connected

That day, Professor Gifford
filed a formal missing persons
report with the Cairo police and
the U'S' State Department

SAFETY/SECURITY — The
role of this important service on
campus is explained in detail to
enlighten students. page 3

with the trip, which also wound
up missing, were refunded and
wired to the participating
students within 24 hours.

- The University immediately
contacted all parents of the
student participants, indication
that Jandali apparently was
missing

CAMPUS FILMS — "Johnny
Got His Gun " has returned to
UPS. page 8

Active imaginations, guessing,
and high level speculation are
not , by any means, accurate
interpretations of events. For
this reason , the following facts
have been compile by the UPS
newsbureau for your knowledge
and to increase your awareness
of the situation and most
importantly, to ease the
suspicions created by half-truths
concerning the incident.

- After several days, the
group, under direction of Mrs.
Gifford and Donald R.
Stenquist, a parent also on the
trip, contiued their intinerary as
previously planned

NCAA HOPES DAMPENEDLoggers lose two games in
Portland, and their record has
dropped to 10 wins and 9 losses.
page 10
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issues. It has had the student
senators on the air, open to
public questioning and debate;
as well as taped univesrsity guest
lecturers to replay them for all
those unable to attend the
lectures. All this has been done
with the knowledge that the
audience capable of being
reached was limited due to the
poor means of broadcasting. It
has broadcast, and will broadcast
all home sports events, as seen
through the eyes of the student,
a unique method of
broadcasting. Outside the realm
of broadcasting, KUPS
sponsored the successful
"Koffee KUPS," which featured
free coffee and student
entertainment.
KUPS as a semi-professional
FM station will bring several
advantages to UPS and the
Tacoma community as a whole,
with a predicted air-wave range
of ten miles. It is pointed out
that the FM station at PLU has
been a direct reason for

FM
Increased endowments.
Endowments are a necessary
part in the future saga of UPS.
KUPS as a semi-professional
station will, with special
programs of interest, increase
community interest in the
university as a center of
academic pursuit. In addition,
KUPS as a semi-professional
station will be a workable asset
to the school as an extension to
the school of professional
majors, extending specifically
from the Communications
Department in the area of
professional broadcasting.
It will be interesting to see
KUPS broadcasting in stereo,
now that it has been okayed for
FM, and once it is licensed by
the FCC, which at present is
seen as no problem with an
ample dial range left. Along with
the TRAIL, the station will serve
as a supplement in keeping UPS
and the Tacoma community
informed about UPS.

Major creates student options
by Albert Hintz
The university has created a
new option for students who are
dissatisfied with the choice of
areas in which to major. Many
times, a student has found that
the subject in which he wishes to
major is actually made up from
two or more completely
different departments.
The university's solution is its
new capability to offer an
"Interdisciplinary Major" which
combines several different
bodies of knowledge.
Assistant Dean Darrell Reeck
is the chairman of the
Interdisciplinary Major
Committee, serving along with
three other members of the
faculty. The purpose of the
committee is to approve and
review the plans of study for
Interdisciplinary Majors.
If, in the past, a student
wanted to study a body of
knowledge which exceeded the
boundaries of a single
department, but didn't require a
double major, there was no
route open to allow him to do
so, and still be recognized for his
expanded course of study.
Due to students' requests,
however, the Faculty Senate
last spring passed a resolution
creating Interdisciplinary Majors.
Ann Dickman, Class of '74,
became the first student to
graduate from UPS with an
Interdisciplinary Degree in
Philosophy and Art.
The committee requires that
the prospective applicant to this
program have a real motivation

and desire to have a single linked
degree and not just an unrelated
batch of credits which he would
like to have dumped together.
There should be a theme or
problem explored which cuts
across the departments or
programmed within the major.
To apply for the program, a
student should go to Dean
Reeck's office on the second
floor of Jones Hall, and talk
with Reeck about his plans. The
program requires a concise
statement from the student
about which classes he proposes
to bind together and why it
requires an Interdisciplinary
Major. This application must
then be approved by the
committee.
Once this has been done, the
student, after he has completed
his work, will present a paper or
project displaying the
integration of the fields he has
linked together. This dissertation
will be presented to a panel of
experts from each of the
departments involved along with
a member of the Interdisciplinary Major Committee. They will
then review the paper or project
with the student and discuss it
with him.
Dean Reeck is quite proud of
the new program. He calls it a
"pretty good response (by the
university) to the students." So
far, six to nine students have
made inquiries about the new
option, and he sees much more
demand for this type of degree
as students try to prepare
themselves for a more diversified
life in the future.

- Jandali arrived ar SeattleTacoma International Airport on
Monday, January 13, at 11 a.m.
and went directly home under
care of a physician

•

Applications are being
taken for residence staff
Applications for residence
hall staff positions are now being
taken for the 1975-76 school
year. Forms are available in the
Dean for Students Office, room
208 SUB, and must be turned in
by February 28,1975.
Two types of positions are
available: Resident Director of
Residence Hall Programs and
Resident Assistant. Both are
"live-in" positons. The Resident
Director is a member of the
Dean for Students staff and
sssists in the selection, training
and supervision of the Resident
Assistants. In addition, he or she

will be responsible for the
administration of residence hall
activities and programs, building
maintenance, security, hall
government, and judicial system.
The Resident Assistant (RA)
acts as a vital communication
link between the students and
the administration of the
University. An RA team works
within each residence hall so as
to promote the social,
emotional, and academic growth
of all hall residents.
Any students interested in
either of these positions can
secure more information from
the Dean for Students Office.

Jones Hass has received some new pieces of artwork for its interior. Pictured above are
just a few of the beautiful ceramics and pottery which now grace the hallwas hallways.

Food Day Committee releases new facts on hunger
Here are a few facts you may
or may not be aware of:
The U.S. military budget is
60 times greater than the budget
for overseas economic aid.
During a 14-hour period, the
Defense Department spends
more than the entire annual
budget of the United Nations
food program.
Only about 40 per cent of
Americans eligible for food
stamps currently receive them,
and President Ford has
announced his intentions to cut
the food stamp program budget
by about one billion dollars or
25 per cent.
—The ad budget of General
Foods is almost three times
bigger than the budget of the
Food Bureau of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration.
The American meat-based
diet deprives the world of 18
million tons of cereal protein, an
amount almost equal to the
world's protein deficiency.
—Americans consume, on the
average, about one hundred
pounds of sugar each year. Some
foods—sugar-coated cereals, for
instance—contain up to 50 per

cent sugar.
—Diet contributes to half of
all deaths in the United States.
Soaring food prices,
increasing world food shortages,
and mounting evidence of the
dangerous health effects of the
overly processed and refined
American diet indicate that, if
left to its own devices, the
federal government will not take
the steps necessary to develop a
responsible food policy. The
food industry—the corporations
that bring you Cool Whip and
Twinkles—have sold Americans
on a diet of sugar-laden, fat-rich
"convenience" foods that are
contributing to a national
epidemic of heart disease,
diabetes, hypertension and
obesity. While encouraging
unhealthy eating habits through
advertising and availability, these
corporations are also
contributing to high food prices.
A Federal Trade Commission
study estimated that consumers
were overcharged $2 billion in
1972, because of the
monopolistic structure of several
segments of the food industry.

As government and corporate
decision-makers allow the food
situation to deteriorate further,
it becomes clear that individuals
and organizations in
communities and campuses
across the nation will have to
begin a massive education
effort—an effort aimed at
changing personal eating habits;
improving food welfare
programs; reforming
corporations that promote the
sale of billions of dollars worth
of nutritionally empty,
resource-squandering junk foods;
investigating agri-business
practices that are forcing small
farmers off the land; and
developing national policies
which recognize the needs of
hungry people at home and
abroad.

action on the food crisis. FOOD
DAY is set for April 17, 1975.
We hope that college and
university students will take part
in FOOD DAY, using their
campuses as organizing focal
points for both campus and
community-oriented activities.
As a first step in accomplishing
this, we urge students and
faculty to set up joint
committees to hivestiate what
can be done at your campus,
such as creating a
, campus-community garden or
food coop, initiating sweeping
changes in university
food-buying policies, getting
nutritious food in vending
machines, or planning massive
teach-ins for April 17.

This job requires a national
organizing effort. The non-profit
Center for Science in the Public
Interest, in conjunction with
dozens of other groups and
individuals, is building a
movement to take on this task, a
movement that will blossom on
FOOD DAY, a national day of

Students at the Universities
of Michigan and Wisconsin are
already planning teach-ins for
next spring. At Yale, a
student-faculty committee has
planned a six week
lecture-discussion series on
world food problems and has
already organized a fast in which
over 2000 students participated.
Teach-ins provide an excellent

forum for educating and
organizing people both on
campus and in the community.
The food problems which
face the nation and the world
demand immediate action.
Initial FOOD DAY actions may
not make headlines or quickly
change Federal or corporate
policies, but they will put
decision-makers on notice that
the American public is no longer
willing to participate in the
wasteful use of food resources.
The rise of the environmental
movement and the end to direct
American involvement in the
Vietnam War are directly
traceable to campus activity.
The students of America can '
once again make a commitment
to actions that can result in
long-overdue changes in the way
in which
the Federal
government, corporate America,
and individuals decide how and
to whom food will be allocated.
FOOD DAY national offices
are open at 1785 Massachusetts
Ave., NW, Room 206,
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202-462-8510).

Symposium

Regester prank disturbs privacy of 800 debators
Reply to Regester Pranksters and Friends:

We also know who you are and we apologize for
the few rude high school debaters who disturbed your
privacy.
We do not, however, forgive you for your
immature prank which disturbed the privacy of over 800
debaters and coaches who never went near Regester.
Your false alarm helped trample down the lawns of our

beautiful campus when you unleased a
stampeding herd. You also created a safety hazard when
you sent all those kids scurrying across the night
darkened streets around the Sub. In addition, you
helped keep the debaters, that you wanted gone, here
longer when we delayed the awards ceremony to chase
after them.
As for keeping you out of the Great Hall for all of
one meal, we didn't request it and you weren't hurt by
it. You also warned the administration against holding
future tournaments without realizing the benefits of

them. There is no other event that brings 800 potential
students onto our campus for a visit. When most of our
paid staff and judges donate their pay to Pi Kappa Delta
only then is UPS able to afford to send a representative
team to a national debate tournament.
So, pranksters, reconsider your immaturity and
the benefits of future tournaments

John S. Milnor,
member Pi Kappa Delta

Winterim students praised by director
The following letter was received by President
Phibbs from Mary Long, director of the Tacoma Guild
Board for Retarded Children.
During the past month, the Pacific Care Center

has been involved with thirty students from the
University. These students were enrolled in the winterim
course entitled "Indoor Recreation and Community
Involvement for the Mentally Retarded" and under the
direction of Dr. Steve Morelan and Mr. Ron Simonson.
The Pacific Care Center is a day developmental center
for the mentally retarded adults who reside in our
community. Most of these adults are severely
handicapped.

As the director of the Pacitic Care Center and as
an alumni of the university, I wanted you to be aware of
how successful this class was and how impressed I was
with the students. If I had the opportunity to choose the
students that I wanted, I feel that I could not have
chosen any more outstanding young people. They were
not familiar with retardation before they started and
most of them had no experience with handicapped
persons before taking the class. They were really friends
to our students, taking them into the community and
planning activities with very little direction from our
staff members. The whole experience was really
outstanding and the only criticism was that the month
was too short.

Bookstore manager helps students recover books
Historically, as finals weeks approaches, there are
those individuals who take the books of other students
in order to sell them back at the bookstore resale. These
individuals display a disrespect for the property and
intellectual rights of fellow students. Since they feel no
moral obligation, a more practical means has to exist in
dealing with the problems they create.
On behalf of the students of the university, I
would like to recognize Pat Heade for his efforts in
protecting their interests. Without any vested interest,
Pat Heade, the Bookstore Manager, has aided a number
of students in recovering their stolen books.
Pat Heade has devised a procedure in which
students who have their books stolen report to him
information identifying the book and its owner. With
this information, Mr. Heade is able to identify those
persons who have stolen the books at the time they
attempt to resell the property to the Bookstore.
Again, I would like to stress that Pat Heade has no
economic interest in performing this service for the
students of UPS. I think his activity demonstrates his
concern for the student in his quest for education. As a
student prepares for finals, the review of reading
material is particularly important. Without one's books,
such preparation is virtually impossible.
Already during the Fall semester, through Mr.

TWO

Heade's efforts, four sets of students' books have been
recovered and three students that have confiscated this
property have been identified.

Thank you,
In behalf of those students
who have had their
property recovered

NEWS SHORTS
Professor Miguel Sobre will be speaking to the Daedalus Society
at
dinner meeting on
The University Union Club, 539 Broadway at 6 p.m. on the
evening of February 18. Those interested should send their
checks for $4.50 (payable to the University Union Club) to
Anneke Mason, secretary in Religion/Philosophy Department.

A Visual Literary Criticism of Don Quixote

The Counseling Center is again offering a variety of group
experiences to students at the university and the law school.
The types of group experiences available include: Human
Relations Group, In-Depth Counseling Group, Weight Reduction
Group, Test Anxiety Reduction Group, Life Planning Group,
and Transition Group. Individuals interested in participating in a
group experience must make their desires known by signing up
for a group in the Counseling Center (SUB 201—ext. 3372) no
later than February 20. Questions about any of the proposed
group experiences can be directed to Tom Meyer, Lorraine
Denzler, or Steve Sutherland.

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

The caliber of these students made me more
proud than ever to be an alumni of the University of
Puget Sound.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Mary Long, Director

(Editor.s note: the editorial on religious beliefs in
last week's Symposium section was submitted by UPS
student Pete Macy.
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Communications' bylaws
passed byStudent Senate
The Student Senate met
Tuesday, Feb. 11, to discuss a
number of items. Old business
included an announcement of
filing for ASB positions, a
request for a third member to
serve on a Citizen's Commission,
and voting on passage of the
bylaws of the Board of Student
Communications. New business
included the proposal of an
amendment to the Constitution
and voting to give $575 to KUPS
for FM licensing.
Filing for ASB positions has
opened and will extend through
Friday, Feb. 21. Those
interested in filing may pick up
an application in the ASB office
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. daily.
There was a request for a
third volunteer to join a
Citizen's Advisory Commision
that would study Interstate-5
and downtown Tacoma.
The bylaws for the Board of
Student Communications were
passed after first being presented
to the Senate in December.
Fourteen amendments changing
the wording in various places in
the bylaws were first voted
upon. Discussion then followed
concerning any other possible
changes that might be made. A
roll call vote unanimously passed
the bylaws.
Next week the following
proposed amendment to the
ASUPS Constitution will be
voted on by the Senate: "To
rescind ratification and
confirmation of any and all
appointments of the ASUPS by
a 2/3 vote. Motions to invoke
action regarding this section
must be submitted to the Senate
one week prior to actual vote."
If passed, this will appear on the
Spring ballot for ratification by
the Student Body.
The final topic for discussion
during the meeting was a request
by KUPS for $575. After
considerable discussion,the
motion passed. The money will
he used to pay an engineer to
name the necessary
measurements and adjustments
in the station so KUPS can apply
to the FCC for FM licensing.
The main concern of some

members of the Senate was
whether or not there would be a
large enough audience to justify
the amount of money needed to
equip and maintain an FM radio
station. An estimeate $10,000$30,000 will be needed to equip
KUPS as an FM station. Yearly
costs of operation are an
estimated $4,000-$6,500. The
money needed for equipment
will be received from donations.
Dale Bailey is currently in the
process of obtaining these
necessary funds. It is hoped that,
should the FCC grant KUPS an
FM licensing, some sort of
endowment fund can be
established to minimize or
completely finance the station's
maintenance costs.
Many other members of the
Senate were definitely in favor
of approving the request by
KUPS for money to complete
the FM application. They felt
that, in the words of Dr.
Clavadetscher, KUPS had done a
"damn fine job." To stop FM
licensing would cancel much of
the work already
accomplished.:

Veterans Regional Office moves
to Seattle's waterfront Friday
SEATTLE—The Veterans
Administration Regional Office
will move to the new Federal
Building near Seattle's
waterfront next weekend.
Irvin D. Noll, director of the
VA office, said the movement of
some 350 employees and office
equipment will begin Friday,
Feb. 14, and will be completed
by the following Tuesday. The
office will be closed Monday in
observance of President's Day, a
national holiday, the director
explained.
VA activities will be
concentrated on the 10th
through 13th floors of the new
building. The Veterans
Assistance Section, the initial
contact point for veterans and
dependents establishing claims,
will be located on the 12th
floor

Offices for the American
Legion, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Disabled American
Veterans, Military Order of the
Purple Heart and American Red
Cross will be on the 10th floor.
Noll said telephone numbers
would remain the same for the
present and advised veterans
outside the Seattle area to
consult their local directories for
listings.
The Seattle office has
responsibility for such VA
programs as education and
training, home loans,
compensation and pension.
These programs affect some
565,000 veterans _and their
dependents living in the State of
Washington. Expenditures for
the various programs exceeded
$276 million _last year. In
addition, it administers the GI

Bill home loan guaranty program
for the State of Alaska.
Address of the new Federal
Building is: 915 Second Avenue,
Seattle 98174.

San Francisco

seminar is
still open
Anyone interested in the
1975 San Francisco Seminar
please attend an important
meeting at 7:30 p.m., 18 Feb.
(Tuesday) in T182. For further
information contact Dr.
Anderson, Geology Department,
T170, ext. 3129.

Safety/Security here to aid students

se

The major portion of Safety/Security's duties are public and
student service oriented. Services performed include assuring the
safety and security of buildings and grounds, response to all
emergency situations (health, accidents, fire, etc.), lost and found,
reference help and student employment. Incidental assistance in these
areas can include anything from escort services to rendering first aid.
Most questions or misunderstandings regarding
Safety/Security reside in areas where the department must deal in a
negative or advisory capacity to students. Included within
Safety/Security's responsibilities is a mandate to respond to those
persons who threaten the life, property or tranquility of the university
community. As in any other community, a small percentage of the
student populace may occasionally involve themselves in situations
which interfere with the rights or security of the total student public.
It is of supreme importance that the university community have a
clear understanding of' what Safety/Security's duties are in response to
such problems. The following is designed to depict these relevant
roles.

problem and what they should do to solve the problem.
If the problem-causing person(s) refuse(s) to comply with
Safety/Security's initial request: a) Safety/Security may repeat their
counseling and advising efforts if the immediate situation is of a less
serious nature; b) In more serious circumstances or if the individual(s)
do not cooperate after advising efforts, the Dean for Students staff
will be called and informed of the problem as their assistance is
requested. Safety/Security's duties will then entail supporting Dean
for Students personnel in further efforts to work out the problem.
Any time complaints from off-campus are directed toward
on-campus problems, the Dean for Students staff will be notified.
Their assistance will be utilized if Safety/Security has been
unsuccessful in alleviating the problems.
Problems to be dealt with by Safety/Security will be
limited to real problems. For example, if a group is gathered on
campus or is roaming about campus without seriously disturbing
nonparticipants, they will be left alone. However, if other persons or
groups voice a valid complaint, then the problem causers will be
contacted by Safety/Security.

SAFETY/SECURITY SITUATIONAL RESPONSES
SAFETY/SECURITY "LAW ENFORCEMENT" GUIDELINES
When dealing with student-caused problems, the following
general procedures and principles are recognized by Safety/Security
personnel.

Safety/Security operates in an enforcement capacity only in
the following areas:

Safety/Security will act in an advisory/counseling capacity.
When confronting a group of persons, intial contact will be
made with group leaders if possible; i.e. Head Residents, Resident
Assistants, or respective Greek or club officers. Safety/Security will
request their assistance in advising and obtaining cooperation from the
group.
If time and the situation permit, before a residence hall or
Greek house is contacted, a call will be made to the resident leaders.
They will be made aware of the problem and advised as to
Safety/Security's duties in solving the problem.
Groups or persons creating disturbance or safety problems
will be advised in the following manner: a) They will be asked to
curtail the problem-causing activity; b) ,As they are asked to
cooperate, they will be advised of why their activity is creating a

Traffic Regulations: Citations are issued for parking and
other traffic violations on the university campus according to existing
regulations.
Student Code: Information (names, groups, locations, times,
specific problems, etc.) gathered -by Safety/Security is referred, when
appropriate, to the Student Court. Such reporting is the general
responsibility of all campus residents. Because of the specific
responsibilities of security personnel and because they operate on a
24-hour basis, Student Code violations will be brought to their
attention more often than to non-security students.
Federal, State and local law violations: We will attempt to
provide the best protection for university persons and property. If
there is a serious threat to persons or property, law enforcement
agencies may furnish the best protection available. Their services may
be utilized when such threats to the community materialize.
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WOODSY OWL
SAYS:
DON'T BE A
DIRTY BIRD!

STOMP
DOWN ON
WASTE
POLLUTION.

Get tough with your
trash and smash your
cans. Then put them in
a separate box from
your papers and bottles.
It makes recycling
easier, fights pollution,
and helps keep America
a great place to live.
There are other ways
you can help. They're
on the Woodsy Owl
anti-pollution poster.
It's free when you write
Woodsy Owl,
Forest Service, U. S. D. A.
Washington, D.C. 20250.

And Remember
Woodsy's
Words of Wisdom:
Give a Hoot!
Don't Pollute!

G esc
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Intersection on Life Styles:

PRE SIDE.NT'S "rgiC
PRoP0,5ALS ARE RoBIN 'HOOD IN

Psychic to be first
speaker in new program
by Pierce Johnson
University Chaplain

-

A 12-week series to explore
alternative life styles will begin
at 7 p.m. this Tuesday evening,
Feb. 18, in the lounge of
Kilworth Chapel. The first
meeting will feature Bunny
Halligan, a psychic and teacher
of disciplines that are in touch
with paranormal experience. A
new film on "Saints and
Pyschics" will be shown. And a
UPS student who is being visited
by spirit presences will present
the details of his experience. The
purpose of this first evening will
be to begin the series with a
sense of what William James
called "the reality of the
unseen."
In this new series the
Chaplain's Office is hoping to
shape a new style of inquiry for
the campus. The Christian
Fellowship that meets at 7 p.m.
on Friday evening provides a
weekly service for Christians on
campus. In recent weeks an
Episcopal and a Catholic priest
have spoken to the group. This
Friday, Feb. 14, Gordon
Lathrop, the chaplain at Pacific
Lutheran University, will speak
on "The Priesthood of All
Believers," and the following
Friday Professor John Magee
will lead a discussion of "New
Directions in Prayer and
Meditation." This Fellowship is
now the weekly service for
University Church.
The new "Intersection on
Life Styles" to be held on
Tuesday evening is to explore
the psyche, the Spirit, and that
which is ultimate-and-beyond in
the major religions and cultures
of the world. The evenings will
be participatory, not lecture,
and the intention will be to
enter into a depth experience
and a practical discipline. The
counter culture is now turning
inward toward the East in an
exploration of yoga, tai chi,
karate, and zen. It is also
recovering old disciplines in the
Western heritage—communal
living, Eastern Orthodox
chanting, Sufi dance. And there
are new directions such as

Arican meditation, biofeedback,
natural and organic food, the
mind games of the human
potential movement, and
modern dance. Tuesday evening
will be informal. Wear loose
clothes and be prepared to
stretch, move, breathe and enter
into the theme for the evening.
The themes for the first few
weeks will follow this pattern:
February 18, Bunny
Halligan and a film on "Saints
and Psychics"
—February 25, "The Sufi
Experience" as led by Merlin
and as illustrated in Houston
Smith's film "The Way of a
Sufi."
March 4, Gurupreet Singh,
Minister of Sikh Dharma of the
Guru Ram Das Ashram of
Kundalini Yoga in Seattle.
—March 11, "Sunseed," the
first film classic of the New Age.
—March 18, A Celebration of
the Seder (Passover) with Rabbi
Richard Rosenthal. Jewish folk
dancing.
Programs after the Spring
Vacation will explore the
discipline of the Samarai Mind
(karate) with Ann Fetter, the
Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius
Loyola with a professor from
Gonzaga University, Tai Chi and
the Taoist heritage with Brian
Hata, and Father Tom Toomey
and the sensitivity of the new
consciousness.
What we hope to achieve is a
new openness to life and a sense
of community with each other.
There will be no party line and
no attempt to impose a
hierarchy of _ values. The
happening will last from 7-8:30.
After a cocoa break, those with
further questions and those who
want to go farther may stay
afterward with the leader.
Students or faculty with
directions, films, or leaders to
suggest should contact Chaplain
Pierce Johnson. The theme for
the series is taken -From T.S.
Eliot's Four Quartets: " . . . to
apprehend The point of
intersection of the timeless/With
time, is an occupation for the
saint."
.

Semester in Israel starts
this fall at Evergreen College
Editor's note: Ted Gerstl
taught at the University of Puget
Sound from February 1969 until
September of 1971. He served as
an associate professor in the
Department of Business
Administration and a lecturer in
applied behavioral science.
OLYMPIA—A three-month
visit to Israel, complete with a
six-week stay on a kibbutz and a
two-week archeological dig, are
on tap for students interested in
studying "The Jews and Israel"
through a unique academic
program being offered next fall
by The Evergreen State College.
Dr. Ted Gerstl, Evergreen
faculty member and program
sponsor, says he is seeking 20-25
students interested in spending
the entire 1975-76 academic
year studying the history,
literature and philosophy of
Judaism and Israel. He says the
first three months- of the
academic program will
concentrate on the study of
Hebrew, Jewish literature and
the history of the Jewish
religion.
Winter Quarter plans call for
additional studies of Hebrew and
Jewish literature, plus an
examination of the Jews in
America, development of
research skills, and promotion of
an understanding of American
and Israeli social systems.
In March of 1976 Dr. Gerstl
will accompany his students on a
trip to Israel, where the group
will spend six weeks living in a
kibbutz. There, he says, students
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will be able to actually join the
kibbutz work force and earn a
minimum monthly salary. He
also intends to take students on
a two-week archeological dig and
then spend the rest of the visit
helping students complete
independent study projects,
traveling with them to historic
sites and escorting them to
educational and cultural
seminars and events.
Dr. Gerstl says students
interested in enrolling in his
program need not be Jewish.
"We welcome non-Jews so we
can all join in a mutual learning
effort," he explains. He
estimates cost of the nine-month
program,. excluding Evergreen
tuition and fees, will be $1300
and encourages interested
students to contact him at
Evergreen.
Dr. Gerstl, an Evergreen,
faculty member in applied
behavioral science since 1971,
has a doctorate in philosophy
from Case Western Reserve
University and a bachelor of arts
degree from California State
University at North Ridge. He
may be reached at TESC by
calling (206) 866-6616 or
writing to him at TESC,
Olympia, WA 98505.
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Veterans to receive new loans
start nine months after the
student ceases at least half-time
enrollment, with full payment
within 10 years and nine months
after that date. Part or all of the
loan may be prepaid without
penalty. Interest will not accrue
on the loan balance until the
required beginning date of
repayment.
A 3 per cent loan fee will be
deducted from the approved
loan amount to provide a fund
to insure against defaults under
the loan program. Defaults will
be considered overpayments and
recovered in the same manner as
other debts due the government.
The new measure provides
that applicants must have
exhausted all efforts to obtain
student loans administered by
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. The

SEATTLE—The Veterans
Administration is processing
applications for new education
loans for veterans attending
school under the GI Bill. The
loans, up to a maximum of $600
in one academic year, were
established by the Vietnam-era
Veterans Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974, enacted
by Congress last month.
The new law also provided a
2 2.7 per cent increase in
monthly payments for 1.5
million veterans in training
under the GI Bill. Single veterans
now receive $270 monthly. A
veteran with two dependents
received $366. Students
pursuing an undergraduate
degree, who exhaust their 36
months' entitlement, were given,
under the new law, up to nine
months additional time to
complete studies.
Irvin D. Noll, director of the
Seattle VA regional office, said
the effective date for the loan
program was January 1.
However, he added that all
eligible veterans, wives, widows
and children will be considered
for initial loans based upon the
full amount of their tuition and
all other costs of attendance
anticipated for the entire
1974-75 academic year. This is
considered to have started about
September 1.
Under the new law, those
granted loans will be required to
execute promissory notes
agreeing to repayment of
principal plus 8 per cent interest.
Repayment of principal and
interest will be deferred while
the student is attending classes
at least on a half-time basis.
Installment payments must

March of Dimes
scholarships
now available
The Cowlitz County Chapter
of The National Foundation—
March of Dimes is offering a
$500 scholarship to a student
who meets th e following
criteria:
He/she must be from
Cowlitz County;
Be majoring in a health
related field;
Be at least at the junior
level; and
Demonstrate financial
need.
All letters must be in by the
first of May. For more
information, contact the
Financial Aid Office in Jones.

Donor offers
$100 for essay
ammo 01`1

A private donor has given
$1 0 0 for the best essay
published with the
commencement bulletin on June
1 and to deal with any subject
the person chooses. The essay
will be judged according to
standards of clarity of
expression and organization,
maturity of thought and
significance as a contribution to
the field of learning. It would,
indeed, be revealing if a student
in our school would capture this
prize. Professors, please
announce and ask that essays be
turned in to Mc128 before April
1.

sesiv"
LENSES TURN DARK.
The azing contlort
clear
PHOIOGRAV
lens that turns dark to eliminate
lUrnSgiare
on bright, sunny days, but
again on overcast days and indoors.
. •
, .

JUNIOR LEAGUE SECOND CLOSET
951 Market st.
Mon. — Fri.

student must list all lenders
applied to, with dates notified of
final decisions. If denied a
guaranteed student loan, copies
of denial statement from each
lender must accompany the VA
application.
All financial resources must
be reported by the student,
including other educational
loans, grants, scholarships, VA
educational assistance and cash
assets. The year in which the
loan application is submitted
will be the base year for
reporting income.
Noll also said the school must
certify the student's course of
study and tuition and fees for all
students and any room and
board charges.
No loan may be approved for
intercession or other enrollment
periods of less than 10 weeks.

MA7-4850
10a.m. — 3p.m.
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Insurance scholarship to pay tuition
The James S. Kemper
Foundation will be taking
applications this spring for
scholarships awarded in the field
of insurance. The scholarships
help pay for college or university
tuition. They may be removed
each year provided the scholar
progresses satisfactorily in his
studies and participates each
summer in the on-the-job
training program. The summer
program not only provides an
income for the scholar but
he/she also gains experience in
the many different types of
careers offered in insurance.
The careers involved in the
insurance industry include safety
engineering, underwriting,

personnel, data processing,
advertising, public relations,
planning and research, law,
corporate communications, loss
control, statistics and
accounting.
The actuary compiles data
concerning crimes, auto
accidents, cost of living,
industrial accidents, disease, fire,
storms, and operating costs.
With this data, he/she can then
recommend dividend scales, set
the reserves for losses and
unearned premiums, and thus
help determine the financial
aspect of insurance.
The underwriter makes
recommendations to the
company based on observations

concerning changes in industry
and society. The facts are
gathered with concern to risk
offered to the company. The
underwriter then must
adequately document his
decisions, coupling it with
diplomacy.
The loss control engineer
works in a wide variety of
engineering areas. His job may
include searching out hazardous
equipment or manufacturing
processes, working from a
blueprint, and finishing up new
plants or buildings. As a result,
the loss control enginner must
keep up-to-date on new
developments in his field.
The claims adjuster has many

jobs. He must know current
prices on all types of insured
goods. He must also know
something about medicine and
law, and practice good public
relations in dealing with clients.
The claims adjuster must also
keep up-to-date in his field.
The insurance salesman
may either sell insurance directly
or act as a district manager and
mediate between the company
and the agents in his district.
The insurance salesman is more
or less an independent
businessman, setting up his own
schedule and developing his
territory. The district manager
briefs his salesman on company
policy and gives him tips on

-

Faculty Senate tangles in bureaucracy
by Toby Allen
Ah, bureaucracy. It is among
us even in our most immediate
government, here on campus.
Those most recently bewildered
and perhaps amused by this ever
present monster were members
of the Faculty Senate. Monday,
there was a meeting of this
body, which was called to decide
whether or not to accept the
recommendations made by the
Curriculum Committee about
Summer Session courses.
The meeting was a week
premature, due to deadlines set
by the printer publishing the
summer catalogue. Many
members of the Senate had just
received the information they
were to review that morning,
even though the Curriculum

Committee had submitted the
information to be copied and
distributed through the proper
channels, earlier the previous
week. Naturally, the first
objection raised by a member of
Faculty Senate was that enough
time had not been given to
properly review the information
that was to either be passed or
denied that afternoon. It was
decided that, due to the
deadline, the meeting could not
be postponed to allow time for
careful scrutiny of the proposal
set before them. It was
unfortunate that there were
deadlines, all agreed, but the
Curriculum Committee could
not be blamed, for indeed they
had worked very diligently. The
problem of deadlines was put at
the top of the list for the next
meeting. After all, the senators

realized the sincere effort put
into the Summer School
Curriculum by the Curriculum
Committee. The yapping ceased
and a unanimous vote passed the
proposal, exactly as the
Curriculum Committee had
established it before the Senate.
The meeting moved to the
problem of a Graduate
Admission Policy as approved
by the Graduate Student
Committee. The senate was to
approve or deny the policy. It
was recommended in the report
that a student would be
considered for admission as a
gaduate only if he were in the
top fifty per cent of his
respective field as an
undergraduate. There was some
confusion as to whether this
meant the student had to have a
3.0 grade point average, or

Drug abuse survey reports results
on marijuana use and attitude
Dr. Thom as E. Bryant,
president of the private,
independent Drug Abuse
Council released today the
results of a national survey of
marijuana use and attitudes.
18 percent of adult Americans
age 18 and over report having
tried marijuana, and 8 percent
ire current users, according to
the-. survey. The poll showed
that among teenagers, age 12-17,
14 percent have tried marijuana,
and 5 percent are current users.
Dr. Bryant said, " the
distinguishing feature of our
survey is that it is the first
national marijuana survey to ask
the public's opinion on a variety
of changes in marijuana laws
currently being debated by

many state legislatures and the
U.S. Congress."
The survey shows a narrow
margin between the number of
adults who favor reducing
criminal penalties and those who
favor imposing stiffer ones. 39
percent favor the elimination of
criminal penalties for the sale
and /or possession of small
ajnounts of marijuana and
private use of it, while 40
percent believe there should be
tougher laws for possession of
small amounts, Only 13 percent
favor retaining the present laws.
Dr. Bryant said, " this survey
is one in an on-going series of
Drug Abuse Council activities to
provide the American people
with independent information

on drug issues of current
concern. In 1971, the National
Commission on Marijuana and
Drug Abuse estimated that 24
million Americans had tried
marijuana, with 8 million of
them using it regularly. Three
years later, our Drug Abuse
Council survey indicates that 29
million Americans have tried
marijuana, with over 12 million
of them using it regularly."
The Drug Abuse Council,
located in Washington, D. C:,
was established in 1972 by a
consortium of private
foundations. It serves on a
national level as a nonpartisan
source of information and public
policy evaluation in the field of
drug use and misuse.

whether the department in
which the student was to enter
was responsible for determining
the population from which the
student had to be in the top
fifty percentile. The senate
voted with the Graduate Student
Committee on the issue, with
the assurance that the
committee would stay on top of
each department with respect to,
the issue.

Door opens for
temporary jobs
in Europe
If you are a college student
looking for a job you may end
up working in Europe. Any
student between the ages of 17
and 27 can have a temporary job
in Europe. Most openings are in
hotels, resorts, offices and
restaurants in Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Spain and
Switzerland. Positions are
available to all college students
who submit their applications by
mail in time to allow for
processing permits and working
papers.
Working periods vary from 60
days to one year, but some
students have stayed longer. As
no previous experience or
foreign language is required, the
door is open to anyone within
the age limits. Wages range from
$250 to more than $450 a
month, plus free room and
board, leaving wages free and
clear.
In addition to living new
experiences, and seeing Europe
while you can, working in
Europe offers the chance to
travel on a pay-as-you-go basis
without really being tied dwon.
At several reunions recently held
by students who had worked in
Europe, the most heard
comment was, "The experience
alone was worth it."
Jobs and working papers are
provided on a non-profit basis,
and brief orientations are given
in Europe just prior to going to
work. These packed sessions
speed adjustment to Europe and
make certain all goes well on the
job.
Any student interested in a
temporary job in Europe may

write directly to SOS - Student
Services, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg, Europe. Requests
for job listings and an
application must include your
name, address and one dollar or
the equivalent in stamps or
inter national postal couons.

selling.
The James S. Kemper
Foundation was founded in
1942 by the founder of the
Kemper Insurance group of
companies. As a non-profit
institution, the Foundation
seeks to promote the common
good by aiding young men and
women in their studies. Four,
three, two, and one year
scholarships are awarded. A
representative of the Foundation
will be visiting the campus later
this spring and will interview
applicants for Kemper
scholarships.

Scholarships
will reward
student service
Applications are now
available for the annual Delta
Delta Delta Service projects
scholarship. All full time
undergraduate women students
at UPS are eligible to apply.
Applicants should be well
qualified students showing
promise of valuable service in
their chosen field. Academic
record, contribution to campus
life, and financial need are
points to be considered. Tri
Delta will grant one award of
$300 here on campus and the
winner will automatically be
eligible for one of the $1000
awards to be made by Tri Delta's
national Service Projects Fund.
Forms are available from the
Assistant Dean of Students
Office, 208 SUB; Lynn Beadell,
Schiff Hall (ext 4664); or the
Director of Financial Aid, 108
Jones Hall. Completed
applications must be turned in
to any of the above named
persons on or before March 1,
1975.

birth
defects
are
forever

Cicely Tyson says:

"The spotlight's
on birth defects
... it's time for
you to act!"
Give to the
March of Dimes

STUDENTS — FACULTY 10% SAVINGS
Watches $14.95 up
Gift Certificates
Rings $19.95 up
Diamonds

Fenton Glass giftware
Free ear-piercing with ear ring purchase

Accutron 'Bulova Caravelle Elgin Hamilton Le Jour Seiko Wyler
- HOURS: 10 - 6 Mon. - Sat.
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Your north end jeweler

3811 No. 26th at Proctor •
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Divers prepare for Water Monopoly Marathon
Millions of Monopoly players
have been left high and dry as
losers of the famous board game,
but 30 young enthusiasts are
certain to emerge all wet as they
attempt to shatter the world
record for playing Monopoly
underwater while helping the
March of Dimes to raise funds
for its fight against Birth
Defects.
The Marathon will take place
in a 10-foot high scuba diving
tank (with view ports) during
Adventure '75 at the Seattle
Center Exhibition Hall,
February 27 to March 2.
Adventure '75 is Seattle's
only Outdoor Sports Show. It
will feature demonstrations and
special activities in eight major
areas, plus dozens of "how-to"
demonstrations throughout the
Hall.
The event is being sponsored
by Pierce and King County
Chapters of the March of Dimes
in conjunction with Silent World
Divers, Inc. Local divers and
celebrities in King and Pierce
County will attempt to break
the team duration record which
now stands at 16 hours, 10
minutes. All players are required
to remain underwater for the
duration of the game. The
current record was set by a
group of divers from Texarkana,
Texas in December. Records
established in other categories of
underwater Monopoly include
20 hours, 10 minutes for
individual duration and 144
hours for group relay. These
records were also set by the
Twin City Divers Association of
Texarkana, Texas.

bringing the total cost to
$1,300. The 42 pound set was
szecially constructed so that it
would be waterproof as well as
sinkable.
The actual components of the
set were taken off the normal
production line. The board label
was laminated between several
sheets of cellophane to give a
glass-like quality. Each of the
240 pieces of money was
individually laminated. The
Deed, Community Chest and
Chance cards were also
laminated, but with a sheet of
metal sandwiched in. Each
playing piece was attached to a
small magnet.
The houses and hotels were
filled with lead wool and capped
with magnets which served as
weights and also to hold the
'pieces to the board. Beneath the
laminated board label were three
to four layers of magnetic
rubber strips which were
followed by a quarter inch steel
plate. The Monopoly game tray
also had a quarter inch steel
plate affixed to the bottom to
keep it underwater.
Many problems were
encountered in experimentation
while making the set. At first the
money was lacquered, but fell
apart after some use in the
Parker Brothers' test tank. The
plastic houses and hotels were
first filled with liquid solder, but
it reacted with the plastic. The
money was laminated with a
sheet of metal, but after a while
a stack of bills became too bulky
for use.
The final, perfected set
withstood the rigors of the

Rules of the Underwater
Monopoly game are: there can
be no breaks, and if a game ends
a new one must start
immediately. At least two
players must be playing at all
times.
According to Jeff Stone,
State Youth Chairman for the
March of Dimes and
co-ordinator of thisevent, divers
will solicit pledges of money
from local businesses, with
proceeds going to the March of
Dimes. All of the players are
experienced divers with a
minimum of five years
experience per man.
The notion of playing
"Monopoly" while submerged in
water was the brainstorm of the
Fidelity chapter of the Order of
DeMolay, Beverly, Mass. In the
spring of 1967, the group was
planning to go for a new scuba
record, using the pool at the
New England Divers Club, and it
was decided that playing
Monopoly might be a good way
to relieve boredon.
The problem of securing a
Monopoly game that could be
effectively used underwater was
solved with the cooperation of a
close neighbor of the DeMolay
headquarters, Parker Brothers,
manufacturers of the game,
located in nearby Salem, Mass.
By working full time for
three weeks, Parker Brothers
designed and made by hand a
Monolpoly game that could be
used underwater, a project that
reached a cost of well over $500.
The much-used game was
recently repaired by Parker
Brothers at a cost of $800, thus
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10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.

underwater ()ideal in fine shape,
with only the painted steel dice
showing any signs of wear.
Thus, the first underwater
Monopoly marathon record was
set at 11 hours.
When word of the existence
of this unique Monopoly set
"leaked" out, four enterprising
colleges in California decided to
hold the First Annual
Intercollegiate Underwater
Monopoly Tournament. The site
was the 90,000 gallon UnderWaier
Theatre of Sea Wciii -d—Wf the
Pacific, San Diego. The
participants were scuba teams
from the University of California
at San Diego, the University of
San Diego, United States
International University and San
Diego State College.
Since 1967, many groups
have established new records
with the special Monopoly game,

which Parker Brothers lends at
no charge to those fearless
denizens of the deep willing to
make the attempt. The company
does require a $100 deposit to
cover the cost of repairing any
damages that the set may suffer
during the marathon. The
deposit is refunded if the set is
returned in good shape.
Monopoly marathons are not
a strictly nautical venture.
Endurance records exist for the
longest Monopoly game played
by an unlimited number of
participants (1,008 hours);
longest game played by three
players (250 hours); largest
outdoor game (game board
consisted of the streets of a
college campus); largest indoor
game ( game board was a
shopping center mall); and the
longest game played while
traveling in an elevator (148
hours).

Monetary gifts increase
the Allen Memorial Fund
UPS NB—Over 50 gifts
totalling $3,083 have been
donated to the Jack N. Allen
Memorial Fund recently
established for the Musuem of
Natural History at the University
of Puget Sound in memory of
the 55-year-old Allen who died
in a boating accident last
August.
A member of the UPS
Museum of Natural History's
executive board for 10 years, the
avid sportsman and dedicated
naturalist was owner of Allen
Construction Co., Tacoma.
Dr. Gordon Alcorn, professor
emeritus at UPS and
administrator for the museum,
said the memorial fund was

established for "a man who
generously shared his experience
as a sportsman and businessman
on the executive board and
constantly sought to better
animal life."
The fund will make possible
an endowed scholarship to be
used by university students to
further "the work Mr. Allen
would like to have seen carried
out," according to Alcorn.
Born in McMinnville, Ore.,
Allen was a big game hunter and
member of many organizations,
including the Boone and
Crockett Club, Tacoma Rifle
and Revolver Club, Basin
Sportsman's Association, Ducks
Unlimited and Grand Slam.

Rain hinders new
outdoor rec program
-

:
so

by Anna Hibbard
"Rain, rain, go away," the
UPS outdoor recreation club has
been pleading. The club
launched its first activities
during the Winterim quarter, but
has had to cut back on the
number of outings becasue of
the rain.

Hiking, skiing, backpacking,
rock climbing, snowshoeing and
clam digging are among the
:
activities planned by the club.
:=The
_ club which is just beginning
to move into gear, was organized
by UPS Assistant Dean of
Students, Del Weston, and
Activity Coordinator Dana
Znnelly.
01.D
:■

According to Dana,the club is
informal and flexible, "we'll do
just about anything that the
majority of the people want to
do. " She said the club is filling a
real need. Many students are
interested in weekend outings
but don 't have the right
knowledge or transportation.
"But", she explained, "You
don't have to be an expert to go
on our activities and we always
pool our transportation." Dana
insisted that one main goal was
to get sudents to help and teach
each other.
An Outdoor Recreation Club
Bulletin Board explaining all
club meeting s activities and
events will be posted in the SUB.
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In the time it takes to drive
your friend home, you could save
his life.
If your friend's been drinking
too much, he shouldn't be driving.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of
people your age. And the ironic
thing is that the drunk drivers

responsible for killing young people
are most often other young people.
Take ten minutes. Or twent y.
Or an hour. Drive your friend
home. That's all. If you can't do
that, call a cab. Or let him sleep on
your couch.
We're not asking you to be
a doctor or a cop. Just a friend.

E

I DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 2345
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
I want to save a friend's life.
1 Tell me what else I can do.
I My name is
I Address
Lc:ity

—I
I
I

1
State

Zip

'YOUI ItS HIGFIK AS SAFFT Y ADS 15011 Y CON.11111-.E

IF YOU LET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK,YOU'RE NO FRIEND. •

/
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION • NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
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Foundation wants counselors
Undergraduate juniors,
seniors, and beginning graduate
students are invited to apply for
the Summer Camp Counselor
and year 'round Pre-Professional
Trainseeships at the . Devereux
Foundation in PA., a group of
multidisciplinary residential and
day care treatment, therapeutic
education and rehabilitation
centers in suburban Philadelphia , .
Several summer traineeships may
be available at branches located
in Maine, California, Arizona,
Texas, Arkansas, Massachusetts,
and Connecticut. A few
continuing 12-month "live-in"
traineeships may be offered to
college graduates, following the
summer assignment, or
appointment as a Psychiatric
Aide/Residence Counselor or as
a Resident Advisor/Counselor.
Devereux is approved by the
APA for doctoral internships
both in Clinical and in
Counseling Psychology and by

the International Association of
Counseling Services as an
Accredited Counseling Center.
The program provides training
and supervised experience with
emotionally disturbed and
mentally handicapped
children,adolescents and young
adults presenting problems of
learning and personal
adjustment. Depending upon the
assigned funcitonal role, trainees
have an unusual opportunity for
observation of and training in
crisis intervention, supportive
counseling and milieu therapy,
residential treatment and social
rehabilitation techniques . They
may assist in recreation therapy
and in therapeutic education,
including remedial tutoring and
basic skills imrovement. Also, in
adjunctive therapies related to
communications media of art,
photgraphy, and newsletters.
Trainees assist in preparation of
professional reports and may
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attend in-service training and
indicated clinical seminars and
case conferences.
Tax exempt stipends of
$200-$409 per month, housing
and meals are offered to
qualified applicants who are U.S.
citizens, unmarried, and at least
21 years of age. They.shoTair
have a broad academic base of
training and some degree of
practical experience appropriate -to the traineeship. • Preference
will be given to applicants who
plan to attend graduate school
and presently seek a
comprehensive training
experience in supportive mental
health services.
Information on the summer
and year 'round Pre-Professional
Traineeships and applications are
available from Dr. Henry Platt,
Director, The Devereux
Foundation,Institute of Clinical
Training , Devon, Pennsylvania
19333.
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Course in French
foods begins in June
By special arrangement
Academic Year Abroad, Inc. is
offering a unique summer
program in French cuisine
(cookery), vies (wines), and'
fromages (cheeses) from 26 June
till 1 August. This is intended as
a non-academic course open to
anyone of any age interested in
learning basic French cooking,
wine-tasting and cheeses, but
qualified students may obtain
academic credit by arranging for
evaluation with their own Dean
and/or Advisor prior to
departure from the USA.
"Cooking is a living art.," This
is truest in France where in the
last 15 years cooking has evolved
until it has reached today's level
of refined simplicity at the
hands of such master cooks as
Louisette Bertholle who is the
"tutelary genius" of this special
program. Herein the student will
be directly introduced to:
How to buy foods, what to
look for, what quantities to
buy—in a Paris market.
Utensils—in the famous
Dehillerin store in Paris, the
largest outlet for cooking
equipment.
3 . Menu-planning,
table-setting, and service.
Lunch and a tour at the
Ecole Technique d'Alimentation
in Paris to see first-hand how
chefs and waiters are trained.
An explanation on the spot
how one of the more interesting
restaurants of Paris plans and
runs its day.
Sessions in wine-tasting at
the Academie du Vin: aesthetic
and technical.
Lessons in cheeses and
sessions of cheese-tasting chez

Cantin perhaps the greateit
"maitre fromagier" in the world.
All in addition to the regular
demonstrations and practical
application of the basics of good
cuisine.
An effort will be made to
relate the course to American
ingredients and measures.
Discussion time will be available
to enable each participant to
learn the theories involved and
to question the Chef about
practical details.
The course will run from 26
June till 1 August and will be
limited to 14 persons. The cost
will be $1,000, all-inclusive,
except for transatlantic
transportation. Mature students,
however, make their own living
arrangements; in this case the fee
will be reduced. Anyone
interested should write
immediately to: Virginia Avery,
Academic Year Abroad, 221
East 50 Street, New York, N.Y.
10022 (212-752-2734).

Rydell presents
English lecture
The English, Foreign
Language and Comparative
Literature departments, are
sponsoring a lecture on "Women
in Medieval Times" by Dr.
Mireille Guillet Rydell of Calif.
•State College at San Bernardino.
The lecture will be conducted
in English at 2 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 20. A question/answer
period will follow. Faculty and
students are encouraged to
attend the lecture in Mclntrye 217.

Cleveland university

Oxford summer study opens

dismisses married priest

SELINSGROVE
( P a .)—Susquehanna University

EARTH NEWS—A U.S.
District Court judge has ruled in
Cleveland that John Carroll
University was not violating the
civil rights of a tenured faculty
member by firing him over his
private conduct. Judge Ben C.
Green ruled that Frank A.
Gutowski, a former priest, was
not dismissed from the Catholic
university because he left the
priesthood, but because of his
conduct in leaving the
priesthood.

Campus
- library opens

24 hours

The university charged that
Gutowski was married for five
months before he officially left
the priesthood, that he lived
with his wife for two months
before they were married, and
that he continued to say the
Mass after he was no longer a
priest.
Gutowski took the decision
to court, maintaining that his
personal life was his own
business, that he has resigned the
priesthood and that his conduct
as a teacher was not at issue.
While the judge ruled against his
reinstatement, he did rule that
Gutowski is entitled to
monetary damanges. The
amount has not been determined
due to the abruptness of his
dismissal.

EARTH NEWS—If you're one
of the many students dissatisfied
with the limited hours most
campus libraries are open, you
might be interested in a new
policy at the University of
Wisconsin campus.
The campus library is now
open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. University Library
Director William C. Roselle, who
is responsible for the
round-the-clock operation, says
that students should be able to
use their library to study, read a
magazine, or listen to records
"any time at all."
Many students work and have
widely varying schedules,
especially on an urban
commuter campus like
UW-Milwaukee, Roselle explains.
An additional feature of the
2 4 -hour library is the
round-the-clock availability of a
computer which students may
use upon completion of a
training program.
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SO LONG, DOC

BEFORE LEAVING, Russell
(Rusty) Zachariah, 5, says goodbye to Dr. Antoinette Eaton, Director of the March of Dimes Birth
Defects Center at Children's Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, and tells
her he'd like to be a doctor too. He
has had surgery for open spine.

will offer its sixth biennial
summer study program at
Oxford University in England,
from June 28 to Aug. 30.
"Susquehanna at Oxford," a
program of study in British
history and culture and relevant
travel and excursions in England,
is open to undergraduates from
Susquehanna and other colleges,
secondary school teachers,
recent college graduates seeking
enrichment, or any seriously
interested adult.
Participants usually enroll in
either British History, Politics
and Society: 1870 to the
Present; or British Literature:
1870 to the Present; and either
The 'Oxford Movement:
Religion's Impact Upon 19th
Century British Culture; or
History of the Fine Arts in
England: 1660-1837.
The history and literature
courses are part of Oxfotd
University's regular summer
school program, with lectures by
various British scholars and
political and governmental
leaders. For "Susquehanna at
Oxford" students, the lectures
are supplemented by bi-weekly
seminars led by S.U. faculty
members.
The course on the high
liturgical renaissance known as
the Oxford Movement, which
began with the Catholic
Emancipation Act of 1829, will
be taught by the Rev. Edgar
Brown, chaplain of Susquehanna
University.
The course on British fine
arts, beginning with Christopher
Wren, will be taught by Dr.
James Boeringer, S.U. organist
and associate professor of music.
The latter two courses will
include guest lecturers and

Upon successful completion
of the two courses, Susquehanna
awards six hours of
undergraduate credit and a
special certificate attesting to
completion of the program.
Upon arrival in England, the
group will spend one week in
London. Several tours and
excursions are planned and time
will also be allowed for
individual sightseeing.
Students will spend five
weeks in residence in the historic
"Durham Quadrangle" at
University College, the oldest of
Oxford's colleges, founded in
1249.
The city of Oxford, in
at least since the year
912, when it is mentioned in the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, is called
"The City of a Thousand Spires"
because of the many towers,
existence

domes, steeples, and delicate
ornamental pinnacles of the 36
colleges which make up Oxford
University. Following the
Oxford session, Susquehanna
offers an optional 20-day tour of
the European continent,
including visits. to Munich,
Salzburg, Innsbruck, Lucerne,
Interlaken, Heidelberg, Cologne
and Paris.
Cost for "Susquehanna at
Oxford" is $1,285, based on an
anticipate enrollment of 40,
which covers all expenses except
for lunches and dinners during the first week in London.
Cost of the optional
continental tour is $555, which
covers all expenses except
evening meals.
Further information is
available from Dr. Robert
Bradford at S.U., Selinsgrove,
PA 17870.

HELP THE CHILD GROW:
Physically, intellectually, socially,
emotionally.
Classes for 3, 4, 5— year olds are
open at South Tacoma Co-op

Nurser y School.
CONTACT: Membership chairman
472-4515

KING'S KLOSET
DISTINCTIVE MEN'S DLQTHING
1314 East 72 nd Street
Tacoma , Washington 98404
Phone 531 - 3171

Featuring: Day's Slacks, Brentwood Sweaters,
Wrangler Jeans, Career Club Shirts, Pacific
Trail Jackets, Jockey Underwear.

excursions.
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Atelier filmmaking institute offering
opportunities in apprentice programs
An alternative opportunity in
filmmaking education is being
offered to college students
around the country by the Gray
Film Atelier, an independent
movie studio with an attached
apprentice school. At a time
when many university film
programs have had to be cut
back out of economic necessity,
the Atelier is engaged in a
uniquely experimental program
which makes the intensive study
of filmmaking available to

beginners. The Atelier, which
originated in Brussels four years
ago, is a non-profit organization
under partial support from the
New York State Council on the
Arts.
Their apprentice program is
designed to facilitate the transfer
of credit back to a home
university. Students with a
strong awareness and
involvement in the social
sciences, creative writing, or in
the arts, who have the interest

.41

campus flick
Powerful film is back
by John Black
Pictured is singer-guitarist Jesse Colin Young.

Jesse Cohn Young
coming to Seattle
Versatile singer-guitarist Jesse
Colin Young and his band come
to Seattle's Paramount
Northwest Theatre for a concert
Saturday, March 1 at 8 p.m.
The opening act for Crosby
Stills Nash and Young on that
memorable reunion tour last
year, Young and his band
knocked out audiences and
critics at every stop. A talented
writer as well as an accomplished

singer and musician, Young has a
soon to be released album
entitled "Songbird."
Joining Young as special
guest is singer-musician-writer
Kenny Rankin. A former backup
musician for Bob Dylan, Eric
Clapton and the late-great Jimi
Hendrix, Rankin is an
ever-growing solo performer. His
sweet new album on Little David
is called "Silver Morning."

Flamenco guitarist to return
Carlos Montoya, the
world-renowned master of the
Flamenco guitar, returns to the
Seattle Opera House for a
concert performance Thursday,
Feb. 20 at 8:30 p.m.
The first Flamenco guitarist
to ever display his artistry in a
solo concert, Montoya's
advanced technique, flair for
creative innovation, and
infinitely varied repertoire make
him one of the most exciting
artists in the concert world.
Montoya, who has brought

Flamenco music to virtually
every major outpost of the free
world, has been hailed by
aficionados everywhere for his
brilliant musical talent.
In addition to his
globe-circling concert tours,
Montoya has won international
prominence through his
numerous recordings. He is, in
fact, the most recorded
Flamenco guitarist in history.
Tickets for the concert are on
sale at the Bon Marche and
suburban outlets.

On Friday, Feb. 14, and Saturday, Feb. 15, Campus Films is
presenting the rare 1971 drama "Johnny Got His Gun." It plays at 6
& 8:30 p.m. in Mc006. There will also be a special Sunday matinee at
1 p.m.
When it was shown at UPS last year, "Johnny Got His Gun"
succeeded in overpowering its audiences. A few were depressed by its
intense impact, but most viewers agreed that the film is an almost
unequaled dramatic experience.
Featuring Timothy Bottoms, Jason Robards and Donald
Sutherland as Christ, the film depicts a young soldier who lies in a
hospital bed. The boy's dreams, fantasies and recolleetions are
portrayed in color, in contrast with the hospital sequences which are
presented in black-and-white.
"Johnny Got His Gun" was directed by Dalton Trumbo, who
also wrote the famous novel of the same name. The book was largely
an anti-war statement. The film, produced about forty years later, is
more a condemnation of society itself. Trumbo was a member of the
"Hollywood Ten" who were blacklisted by McCarthy.
It must be said that "Johnny Got His Gun" contains a great
deal of power and intensity, although portions of it are overstated and
even pretentious. Those who would prefer light entertainment should
probably choose something else to do. The movie's final fifteen
minutes may be some of the most devastating few moments ever put
on film.
"Johnny Got His Gun" will probably never be played in
commercial theatres again. It may someday appear on TV, but the
constant interruption of commercials would greatly reduce its power.
This showing on the UPS campus is, therefore, a rare opportunity to
view a potent, seldom-seen cinematic anti-war statement.
Monday, Feb. 17, Campus Films, in association with the
Department of Women's Studies, will screen the classic 1949 comic
exploration of feminist concerns, "Adam's Rib." Starring Katharine
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy, the film will be shown at 3 and 7 in
Mc006.
On Tuesday, Feb. 18, Campus Films will show the classic
1949 boxing drama "Champion." It begins at 7 & 9 p.m. in Mc006.
Kirk Douglas portrays a boxer who slams his way to the
championship by alienating his wife, brother, and friends. The film is
a perceptive portrait of a totally unscrupulous human being.
"Champion" is an early work by Stanley Kramer, who later
prodcued "Bless the Beasts and Children," "Judgement at
Nuremberg," "Inherit the Wind," "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?"
"High Noon," "Death of a Salesman," "On the Beach," "The Caine
Mutiny," and many others.

and potential to express
themselves in a new medium, are
encouraged to apply. At the
Atelier, located in Hoosick Falls,
New York near the Vermont
border, students can study
filmmaking for a year on a
full-time basis. A number of
apprentices now at the Atelier
are receiving credit for their
work from a sponsoring college
or university.
The Atelier attempts to
bridge the gulf between the
classroom and the realitites of a
working studio, by combining the
teaching of the creation of films
with their research , producing,
and distribution elements. Each
film goes through the total
studio process, from initial idea
germ through story conferences,
shooting, edititng, and finally,
distribution. By performing
major studio roles, apprentices
share the responsibility of
running a studio that is modeled
as a miniature M.G.M. or 20th
Century Fox.
In addition to creating their
own original short films, of
which approximately 50 are
produced each year, apprentices
gain professional experience
working on Atelier films
intended for commercial
distribution. Current projects
include a political parable
entitled "The Return of the
Queen of Sheba," a
documentary on the fantasies of
incarcerated children, and the
editing of a feature film shot in
Europe and based on the ideas
of R.D. Laing.
The Atelier is headed by Paul
Gray, formerly a well-known
experimental director. He
headed the Drama and Film
Department at Bennington
College in Vermont and the Film
Studio at the Universite du
Nouveau Monde in Switzerland.
In the 60's, he was one of the
key editors of TDR(Tulane
Drama Review) and was
responsible for their
international Film Issue.
Candidates for the 1975-76
Atelier program are now being
reviewed. Interested students
should write the Gray Film
Atelier, Wilson Hill Road,
Hoosick Falls, New York
(12 0 9 0 ) for more detailed
information.

Tacoma Mall Twin

International guide book
leads to cheap world tours
Travelers, families, students,
groups—anyone — can find
inexpensive lodgings in the
world's most sought-after tourist
areas.

Mort's Guide to Low-Cost
Vacations and Lodgings on
College Campuses is now in two
new 1975 editions—an
International edition and
another covering the United
States and Canada. These two
new paperback books describe
346 colleges and universities in
47 countries that offer
hospitality to adults, families,
and groups—not just to students.
Travelers and vacationers can
stay in private, two-in-a-room
accommodations, in beautiful
and serene surroundings, for a
day, a weekend or longer. The
rates are so incredibly low
they're hard to believe. $1 to $5
a day.
The campus visitor gets to use
the sports, recreational, and
cultural facilities free. Tennis,
swimming, music, art, libraries,
lectures, dances ... everything
that happens on a college
campus is yours for the asking.
Overnight accommodations in
Turkey for 70 cents a day. 44
cents in Yugoslavia. New York
City $5 a day. France $2.52 a
day. New Orleans $2.75 a day.
Belgium $3.60 a day. Egypt
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$1.50 a day. Finland $1.10 a
day. Plus 336 additional
locations in the United States,
Canada, the Caribbean and
Brazil, Europe, Africa, Asia and
the Pacific—all at comparable
savings. Many are open year
`round.' All offer the visitor
modern, private facilities,
handsome examples of
architecture—Gothic to avant
garde —beautiful landscaping,
and an ambience very different
from the usual commercial
facilities.
Most campuses keep their
cafeterias, coffee shops or
restaurants open all year. 85
cents is average for breakfast.
$1.25 for lunch. $1.75 for
dinner. And, the International
Guide provides many exchange
rates for all the countries listed,
making it easy to plan a budget
for your trip.
It's easy and economical to
plan trips to 346 colleges and
universities in 47 countries.
Mort's Campus Guides lead you
to 204 locations in the U.S. and
Canada and to 142 campuses in
the rest of the world. The
Guides tell you whom to contact
for reservations, activities
available on campus or nearby,
tourist attractions in the area,
rates, dates—all you need to
know.

Every kind of vacation
activity, from sports to cultural
attractions to hobbies, is
available. You'll find them in
Mort's Campus Guides. Rock
collecting, white water conoeing,
ballet and theatre, lectures and
classes, bird watching, curling,
sightseeing, mountain climbing
and skiing (The Alps! The
Himalayas! The Rockies!).
The Guides are the only
books on the market that tell
you where to find hundreds of
inexpensive vacation lodgings on
college campuses that are
comparable to all but the most
luxurious accommodations. And
the variety of experience is as
wide as the choice of locations
in the world. City to wilderness.
Rodeo to Expo. Flyways and
waterways. Mountains and
canyons. Amusement parks and
national parks. Caves and mines.
Chateaux and pleasure palaces.
Painted deserts and primeval
forests.
The Guides are available for
$3.75, which includes postage
and handling, from the
publisher, CMG Publishing Co.,
Inc., Box 630, Princeton, N.J.
08540. Please specify
USA/Canada or International
Edition. Also available at
bookstores.
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Ivey's paintings displayed at
Seattle Art Museum Pavilion
The Seattle Art Museum
Pavilion, Seattle Center, is
proudly hosting a major
"William Ivey Retrospective
Exhibition," beginning
Thursday, Jan. 23 and
continuing through March 9,
1975. The exhibition contains
over eighty of Ivey's paintings.
Admission is free to the public.
One of the Northwest's most
creative and dedicated artists,
Ivey was born in Seattle in 1919.
He attended Broadway High
School and entered the
University of Washington,
planning to become an attorney.
His interest in drawing led him
to take classes at the Cornish
School, at a time when such
personalities as Mark Tobey,
Morris Graves and others created
a dynamic environment. By the
time Ivey entered the Army in
1941, he had decided to become
an artist.

Pictured is Anna Laland who performed at Cellar Ten
Tuesday night, February 11.

After serving as a paratrooper
in World War II, he continued
his artistic training in San
Francisco, at the California
School of Fine Arts, where
Clifford Still became an
influential teacher to him, and
where Mark Rothko taught

Cecilia Schultz auditions set for March
b.

The preliminary auditions
date for the fourth annual
Cecilia Schultz Auditions for the
Seattle Opera Professional
Singers Training Program has
been set for March 29, 1975.
The final auditions will be held
on May 17. The exact time and
location will be announced later.
The Cecilia Schultz Auditions
lead to participation in a
40-week scholarship program
providing operatic training for
promising singers. The training,
which comprises coaching in
music, drama and acting, stage
movement and diction in four
languages, is furnished by
members of the Seattle Opera
Artistic Staff as well as qualified
professionals from the
Northwest and visiting directors
and conductors during the
Seattle Opera season.
In the past as many as fifty
applicants have competed for
the coveted scholarships.
Previous winners have gone on
to perform leading roles with
San Francisco Opera, Seattle
Opera, Western Opera Theatre
and Houston Grand Opera.
Applicants for the scholarship
auditions must be between the
ages of 21 and 45 and live within
a sixty-mile radius of Seattle
during the training period.
Audition applications, which
require a photograph of the
applicant and a non-refundable
$10 entry fee, must be
postmarked no later than March
1 1 1975

After screening by the
auditions committee, applicants
will sing in the Preliminary
Auditions, where up to ten
singers may be chosen. These
preliminary winners will receive
up to 18 hours of coaching from
Seattle Opera's Artistic Staff to
prepare for the final auditions
on May 17 where three winners
will be selected. Applicants may
be asked to sing as many as three
arias which must be sung in the

original key and language.
The scholarship program was
made possible by a bequest from
the late Cecilia Schultz, Seattle's
pioneer impressario, who was in
large part responsible for the
growth of Seattle's artistic life in
the first half of this century.
Applications may be obtained
by calling Seattle Opera at (206)
447-4700, or by writing Seattle
Opera, P.O. Box 9248, 305
Harrison Street, Seattle 98109.

summer sessions. His style
developed there in the prevailing
Abstract Expressionist mode,
and along with that of other
West Coast artists working
similarly, his work was
characterized by the use of thick
paint, earth colors, and ragged
forms, sometimes with
biomorphic overtones. He
returned to Seattle in 1948,
aware that he was leaving what
was then the center of West
Coast artistic activity. When
other artists abandoned Abstract
Expressionism as a viable style,
Ivey persisted to work in that
manner.
However, his work does not
fall into easy formulas. His
paintings range from
compositions dark and sombre,
to canvases containing great
luminosity or vibrant color.
Although his style is
non-representational, Ivey
consistently works from nature,
often employing gently curving
shapes and lines. More recently,
his paintings have shown more
complexity of brushwork, the
use of more colors, and stronger,
more defined forms. Although
he is not well known outside the
Northwest, his beautiful color
and tonal transitions are but part

organization, a student group.
Advance tickets for the concert
are $5; if any tickets are still
available February 20, they will
be sold at the door for $6.
Tickets are on sale in
Olympia at Rainy Day Recors,
the Music Bar and Rainbow
Grocery. Tickets may also be
ordered by writing: Keith Jarrett
Tickets, KAOS FM, The
Evergreen State College,
Olympia, WA 98505.
Proceeds from the concert
will go toward purchase of a new
and larger KAOS transmitter and
toward sponsoring the Third
World Bicentennial Forum, set
in late April.

Monday evening February 10, the Military Bands performed for an audience
of nearly 5000 people.
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Ivey's work was first featured
in the Seattle Art Museum in a
four-man exhibit in 1953. He
had a major one-man show at
the Seattle Art Museum in 1964.
During the past eight years, he
has had exhibitions of his work
at The California Palace of the
Legion of Honor, San Francisco;
Portland Art Museum; Denver
Art Museum; The Whitney
Museum, New York. In 1966,
his one-man show at the Arnaud
Gallery, Paris, received critical
acclaim, and a recent exhibition
in Gordon Woodside's San
Francisco gallery prompted
critic Alfred Frankenstein to
write: "Ivey's paintings prove
that there is still a vast amount
of energy, vitality, and moral
force in Abstract
Expressionism.'
William Ivey rejects the idea
of working for a preconceived
audience. He has not avidly
sought public acclaim, nor has
he wanted to employ his canvas
as a form for consistent
innovation. Rather he is a
painter who loves painting for its
own sake.

'A Doll's House now playing
at Seattle Center Playhouse
SEATTLE—A Doll's House,
Henrik Ibsen's masterpiece that
scandalized the Victorian Age
with its declaration of feminine
independence, - opened February 5
at the Seattly Center Playhouse.
Staged by the Seattle Repertory
Theatre and directed by
internationally renowned Miss
Eva Le Gallienne, the play will
run for 24 performances through
February 27.

Jazz pianist performs at 'Super-bull'
Evergreen State College now residing
Olympia-Jazz pianist Keith
Jarrett will stage a benefit
concert at The Evergreen State
College February 20 at 8 p.m. in
the main lobby of the Library
Building.
Jarrett, a well known and
popular jazz musician, has
performed with such diverse
groups as Charles Lloyd Quintet,
Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians,
Roland Kirk and Art Blakey's
Jazz Messengers.
Jarrett 's performance at
Evergreen, one of his few
appearances in the Pacific
Northwest, is sponsored by
Evergreen's KAOS FM radio and
the Third World Bicentennial

of the reason he has achieved
recognition from both artists
and collectors here.

in California
LOS ANGELES--Simmental
bull Signal, now settled in his
new home at Carnation/Genetics, Hughson, California, is in
full production, it was
announced recently by Dr.
Harold J. Schmidt, division
manager.
Dr. Schmidt said, "Signal's
strengths are that he has a very
good combination of ease of
calving and of weaning and that
his calves grow rapidly after
weaning. Every Simmental
female at Cormie Ranch is either
a Signal (laughter or
granddaughter or is bred to
Signal.
"The beef industry is in the
midst of a revolution forced by
increased world demand for
food and the response of the
American consumer to rising
food costs. Survival-of producers
will depend on their ability to
implement breeding
•programs that 's will improve the
genetic Potential for profit based
oda product that the consumer
needs, desires, and perhaps most
important can afford. Modern
technology provides the tools
for measuring and identifying
the genetic seedstock capable of
efficiently producing a nuritious
and appetizing product. Updated
management and marketing
procedures will enable beef
producers to turn around
current economic pressures. One
yet unexploited fact is that our
ruminant animal is potentially
able to convert waste materials
into nutritious, tasty food. "
Detailed information on
Signal is available from
Carnation/Genetics, Hughson,
California, Box 938, 95326; or
Box 437, Watertown, Wisconsin
53094.

Le Gallienne is considered
one of the world's leading
authorities on the writings and
life of Ibsen. She has directed or
produced most of his major
works, and it is her translation
of A Doll's House that will be
produced at the Rep.
Artistic Director Duncan
Ross comments that "Miss Le
Gallienne's adaptation of A
Doll's House is an exceptionally
perceptive one. Her affinity with
the works of Ibsen is of
long-standing, beginning in 1925
with The Master Builder, and I
can think of no one who can
give Seattle a more definitive
production of this most popular
play of Ibsen's.'

The
Church of Conservation
Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank
DOCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS

Our fast growing church is actively seeking environment-concious new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man should ex.
1st in harmony with nature. We
are a non-structured faith, undenominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for
ministers are:
Car Emblem and Pocket
Reduced rates from many
hotels, motels, restaurants,
car rental agencies, etc,
Our directory lists over
1,000 prestige establishments extending on automatic cash discount.
Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other
ministerial functions.
Start your own church and
apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for
the minister's credentials and pocket license. Your ordination is
recognized in all 50 states and
most foreign countries. Church
of Conservation, Box 375, Mary
Esther, Florida 32569.
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Matmen tumble WWSC
UPS matmen wrestle against
the matmen from the University
of British Columbia in the
Fieldhouse at 7:30 tonight.
The Loggers are coming from
a 27-19 triumph over Western
Washington State College, a
11-31 loss to Southern Oregon
and the meet with Pacific
Lutheran University (results not
available at press time).
In the Logger win over
WWSC, Joey Johnson and Bill
Tuk 151-nneii 'their opponents.

LOGGERS DROP TWO GAMES,
CURT PETERSON INJURED
by Matt McCully

Hopes of a berth into the
NCAA Regionals were severly
dampened last weekend, as the
University of Puget Sound cagers
dropped a pair of games to
Portland and Portland State
University.
The Loggers are 10 wins and
9 losses for the year, not
including Wednesday's battle
with Pacific Lutheran, and have
6 games remaining on the
docket.
UPS met the University of
Portland last Saturday, in a game
which saw the two squads
meeting for the second time of
the year (UPS won the first
showdown 71-50). Playing on
their home court, the Pilots got
off to an early lead on the
Loggers, as Stretch Braxton hit
consistently from long range.
But UPS battled back into a
34-34 halftime knot.
The second half went much
like the first, with Portland
holding a slight lead most of the
way. The margin widened to 8
points before the Loggers began
to narrow it. Curt Peterson and
Rick Walker came up with some
clutch late minute shooting, and
Mark Wells make some fine
passes, as UPS managed to tie
the game at 73 and send it into
overtime.
From there, the Pilots caught

fire and couldn't miss. Floyd
Banks scored his only 8 points
of the game in the extra period,
and Stretch Braxton continued
to hurt the Loggers.
Curt Peterson finished the
game with 35 points and 12
rebounds, both game highs. It
was the 3rd overtime loss of the
year for UPS.
Monday's loss to Portland
State was a different affair for
the Loggers, as the Tacomans
were out of it almost
immediately after the game
started. Freeman Williams hit a
jumper for the Vikings with 3
minutes gone in the game to give
PSU a lead they never
relinquished.
The Vikings, who led 48-20
at the half and by as much as 28
points in the 2nd half, were led
by James Mason's 31 points and
18 rebounds, while freshman
Freeman Williams added 23
points.
The Viking press was also
crucial in the decision as it
forced the Loggers into 24
turnovers, many of which
resulted in Viking baskets.
Brant Gibler was high for
UPS with 16 points and 9
rebounds, as he hit on 5 of 6
field goal attempts and 6 of 7
free throw attempts.
Logger center Curt Peterson
injured his right wrist early in
the frey and has to sit out the
rest of the contest. He finished
with only 4 points in his
minimal time, well below his

average of 19 a game.
The two teams will meet
again on Saturday, Feb- 22, this
time in the Field house. Portland
State is 14-5 on the year.
Tonight the Loggers travel to
Seattle for a confrontation with
the Seattle' Pacific Falcons in
Royal Brougham Pavilion. The
Falcons, who compete with UPS
for a NCAA Regional birth, are
currently 13-7 on the year, with
2 games to play with the
Loggers.
The Falcons are coached by
Kei Swaggerty, and feature a
har pressing defense and
balanced scoring attack. Notably
tough on their home court, the
Loggers and Falcons have had
some classic battles in past years.
This year should prove to be the
same.

`Colleen' the Shots
by Colleen McKay
I wonder how many people at
UPS (students, faculty,
administration) have ever
attended a UPS swim meet?
How many have experienced the
suspense of a close 100 yard
freestyle race? How many have
watched a swimmer break a UPS
varsity record, break a meet
record and qualify for nationals
all in the same race? And how
many have held their breath
during the somersaults and
twists of a difficult 3-meter
dive? You're missing something
if you haven't done any of these.
The excitement of a swim
meet is no different than that of
football or basketball games.
Instead of backing the team
only, however, you support
individual swimmers in winning
ONIIIIII■0111111010.1%10.1011110111■011.101/

Varsity women gain split
The women's varsity
basketball team again won a
game and dropped a game.
Saturday, the UPS women
hostessed Pacific National Auto
Parts, a Tacoma women's
recreation league team, in the
Fieldhouse. The game ended
with UPS the victors-45-28.
Top UPS scorers were Marcia
Desy and Peggy Boyle with 10
points each. Ferrol Williams and
Colleen McKay monopolized the
boards by pulling 14 and 12

rebounds respectively.
Tuesday, UPS traveled to
Seattle University. SU edged
UPS 39-38. The game was close
all the way with no more than a
four-point lead at any time by
either team.
Leading the Logger scoring
were Ferrol Williams with 13
points and Evalyn Goldberg with
12 points.
Next game for the women's
team is today at Seattle Pacific
College at 3:45 p.m.

Logger swimmers drown Lutes,79-32
Coach Don Duncan could
well be proud of his Logger
Swimmers as they swamped the
Lutes of Pacific Lutheran79-32.
On top of that, several individual
swimmers cracked school
records, set new meet records
and swam fast enough to qualify
for nationals.
Freshman Dale Ehrenkeim
broke a UPS varsity record,
broke the meet record and
qualified, for 'nationals by

swimming the 500 freestyle race
in 4:50,3. Ehremheim also took
first in the 200 freestyle with a
1:47.6.
Morre Rude also qualified for
nationals and set another school
record in the 1650 freestyle with
a 16:53 time. Speaking about his
race, Rude said, "I was ready for
it. I felt so good after it was
over. I wasn't even tired."
The Loggers' nationally
ranked 400 medley relay team

of Scott Wilson, Brian B,udsbery,
Barry Collier and Larry Peck set
a new school record of 3:40.7.
Barry Collier con_tinued his
winning ways in the 200
butterfly by taking first with a
time of 2:01.8. He was the only
U.P.S. placer in the race.
Other Logger first place
winners were Dan Seelye who
swam the 50 freestyle in 22.4
seconds. Brian Budsberg who

Outstanding wrestler, Eric Davis,
hiked his season record to 12-3-1
with a 3-1 decision over his
opponent. Dennis Malone and
Steve Tucci each won their
matches by default to add to
UPS's 27 points.
Against Southern Oregon,
Eric Davis added another win to
his record by pinning his
opponent. The only other UPS
winner was Steve Ehlers with a
6-3 decision. Steve Tucci
wrestled to a 7-7 tie.

swam a 2:17.1 200 breaststroke,
and newcomer Rick Unrue, who
has been turning out for one
month, swam a 49.2 100
freestyle. Ken Stanton took
both the 1 meter and 3 meter
diving competion.
The final bright spot for the
Loggers was in their 400
freestyle relay. The team of
Morre Rude, Rick Unrue, Brian
Boettcher and Larry Peck tied
the school record and came in
first by swimming a 3:17.2 race.

their individual events which in
turn helps the total team score.
The excitement of a swim meet
is catching too. It's hard not to
get involved.
The UPS/PLU dual-meet last
week was—to say the
least—exciting. Crowd spirit and
unity was amazing. There was a
big difference as compared to
basketball game crowds this
year. With a constant roar
(except during the diving
competition), the spectators
kept egging the swimmers on to
defeat their fellow competitors
and the clod. Team members
yelled through magaphones and
waved towels over their heads. It
was impossible not to get
involved with the rest of the
crowd.
Nobody was trying to win a
prize. In an effort to help the
swimmers race well, making
noise was spontaneous and fun.
Come to the next home swim
meet February 20 and see for
yourself how much fun you can
have.

Soccer Club
rocks service
council, 13-0
The UPS Soccer Club has a
1-2-1 record after a 13-0 defeat
of the Auto Service Council
team from Seattle last Sunday.
After two losses and a 1-1 tie,
UPS was ready to win. And win
they did as Tony Kiriluk, Bo
Chomes and Dr. Jim Clifford
scored three goals each. Mike
Redley hit for two more and
assisted three times. Scott
Knowles had his first shut-out as
goalkeeper. When commenting
on the game, Dr. Clifford said,
"We had a great time!
Everything happened right."
The next two games are on
the road as UPS travels to
Edmonds to play Foss Tug and
Barge on February 16 and to
Husky Stadium on February 23
to meet the University of
Washington Soccer Club.

PLU took first in only 2
events out of the 13 raced.
The next home meet for the
Logger swimmers is a big one.
The NOR-PAC championships
will be held in Wallace Pool
beginning on February 20.
Competing teams, besides UPS,
will be Idaho, Montana, Central
Washington, PLU, Southern
Oregon, Eastern Washington and
Simon Fraser.

WHAT'S
UPS ?
DIAL
Pictured are two Logger swimmers preparing to dive off the board.
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BALLAD OF EVALYN GOLDBERG
by Matt McCully
'She's the tops at the net
Her volleyball skills are sublime.

"An athlete," the old adage goes
"Is a mixture of highlights and woes."
So rare is the one
Who can always have fun
Whether losing or defeating her foes.
This kind is not easy to be found
But one such is attending Puget Sound
In talent, the epitomy
Even greater humility
And her pride and good sportsmanship abound.
That "her" is not a mistake
For this athlete's of the female race
Her name in two words
Is Evalyn Goldberg
It's her story that's filling this space.
Evalyn excells in sports
From the diamond to the turf to the courts
And all year around
That's where she'll be found
Endeavoring in athletics of all sorts.
In autumn she does double time
Both volleyball and football she shines
She'll serve and she'll set

In football she's awesome no less
At QB she gives defense duress.
She ran and she passed
At a rate quite unmatched.
They were champs, and she was the best.
Wintertime brings her inside
On the basketball floor she abides
Shooting and dribbling
Not wasting time quibbling
Preparing for the thrills she provides.

Her talents are certainly untarnished
But her achievements have not gone ungarnished
Many awards she's received
For Captain and MVP
Her room's like a trophy shop unvarnished.
And last fall the highest tribute was paid her
When she was named UPS Athlete of the Year
An award she deserved
One never before served
To a female, before Evalyn Goldberg.

Some say at this sport she's best
And her skills match up to the test.
She shoots from long range
With an uncanny aim
And her scoring surpasses all the rest.
With spring comes softball, sport four
And Miss Goldberg is the standout once more
Her base running's quite darin'
She hits like Hank Aaron
On each team she plays she's the core.
In the field she la s every sr•rA

Yet no place will she ever flop
No question about it
Her skill can't be doubted
In softball she's right at the top.

Of her attitude I've already spoke
Of this athlete, not given to boast
"It's not if you win"
She'll say with a grin
As she shakes hands with her athletic foe.
Respect, admiration and pride:
Three words that come to my mind
When I think of this super
Athlete, Evalyn Goldberg
An athlete that words can't describe.

TUD NT STOR
Balance of our stock to be sold at
ARD

OUR NEW LOW PRICE $195
(While
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they last)

POCKET CALCULATOR
TECHNICAL DATA

Memory
4 working registers
1 addressable registers

Payment plan is
available with
$50 down.

Display
10 significant digits
2 exponential digits
200 decade range

Trigonometric Functions
Sine, arc sine
Cosine, arc cosine
Tangent, arc tangent
Trigonometric Mode
decimal degrees

Logarithmic Functions
Natural log & antilog
Common log & antilog
Constants
Pi (jr)
Exponential Functions
Square roots
Squares '
Raising numbers to a power
nth roots'

No carrying charge at the BOOKSTORE

PAPERBACKS
for information a for enjoyment
/2 Price Clearance Sale
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Your Baby is What You Eat,
Says March of Dimes Doctor
.

by Arthur J. Salisbury, M.D.
Director of Medical Services
The National FoundationMarch of Dimes

We are a nation of snackers.
We often skip meals, but nibble constantly during coffee
breaks, after school, with
cocktails, and before bed. We
are always eating, but too
many of us aren't eating well.
When a woman carries
these sloppy eating habits
over into pregnancy, she is
risking her own health and
that of her unborn baby.

rjV41-144 (DAY4 WANT 3,
A ST Ich
GUM?„

Enriched or whole grain
breads and cereals furnish
iron, B vitamins, protein and
energy.
Doctors like to keep a close
watch on weight gain and diet
because they are important
aspects of prenatal care. They
recommend an increase of between 24 and 30 pounds in a
normal pregnancy. However,
a woman's general health,
age, and weight are always
taken into account. But whatever amount is right for her,
those pounds are supposed to
come from eating a balanced
diet of nutritious foods—not
just from eating.

ATI oNAL
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At The National Foundation, we have a special interest
in nutrition because of its influence on pregnancy. Underweight or overweight mothers
have a much higher incidence
of premature and low-birthweight babies than do healthy
mothers.
The child grows more rapidly during these nine months
than at any other time in his
life, and he is totally dependent upon his mother to supply
all his nutritional needs.
Our concern is that these
babies, who weigh 5 1/2 pounds
or less at birth, tend to have
many problems with normal
physical and mental growth.
Most of the babies who die in
the first year of life are those
who are premature or of low
weight at birth.
Research indicates that the
mother's diet deficiencies during pregnancy may cause malnutrition in the unborn baby.
This could lead to abnormal
development of the child's
brain and to other birth defects.
Eating right is important
for all of us all of the time.
But an expectant mother is
eating for two. The emphasis,
however, must be on what she
eats, as well as how much. She
must be doubly sure that she
is getting sufficient proteins,
minerals, and vitamins.

Best Choices

These are abundant in the
basic food groups: milk, meat
and fish, fruits and vegetables, breads and cereals.
Milk advances the baby's
growth because it helps build
muscle and bones.
Meat and fish are sources
of protein, iron, and B vitamins for the baby and supply
energy for the mother. This
group includes chicken, turkey, tuna, salmon, liver, beef,
and pork.
Vitamin C, contained in
fruits and vegetables, and vitamin A, found especially in
the yellow vegetables such as
carrots and squash, are necessary for normal development
of the baby.

God
asks you to
eve more
thanks.
The God we thank for the many blessings we have is the very same
God who asks us to love and help our neighbors. "But there's nothing I can
do," you say, "I am just one person." Then join with others at your synagogue or church. Together, you can accomplish wonders.
Like the congregation in Montana that found a lack of adequate
housing for senior citizens. Today, these needy people have a new, non-profit
place to live and be thankful for. But the congregation also has more to be
thankful for than ever because they took collective and effective action.
Or consider the religious group in Atlanta that helps move families
and elderly persons who can't afford a moving service.
There's no end to the need for neighborly help and the ways yoti can
serve—if you really want to. Remember—you have more to give thanks about
after you have been helpful.

Start treating your
brothers and sisters like
brothers and sisters.

Classified ad
Clean, modern upper
duplex. 1 Bedroom with twin
beds. $95 per month plus part
utilities. Call after 5 p.m.
SK2-1865.
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